12 June 2015

Target: Radio

Laboratoire Sonore: a new showcase for creative radio advertising

IP France (RTL) – one of the leading radio sales houses in France – has launched a new online platform to
showcase its Laboratoire Sonore, IP’s service to promote great radio advertising creativity.
The Laboratoire Sonore (Sound Lab) was created by IP France in 1998, and it is dedicated to the analysis of
radio advertising creativity and trends. The new platform takes the form of a Tumblr blog, but with a design
similar to a conventional website, based around five main content sections.

Coups de Coeur (favourites) highlights the best and creatively strongest
radio spots, including audio clips, short descriptions of the creative
approaches and campaign delivery as well as details of the agencies and
production teams involved. Examples of highlighted cases include the
theme park Puy du Fou, Toyota and the supermarket chain Carrefour.
Ops contains a number of more detailed special advertising case studies
carried out on the radio stations marketed by IP France, which comprise
RTL, RTL2 and Fun Radio. The cases set out the objectives and
mechanics, audio and video content for each campaign, including
examples for Netflix and the DIY store Mr Bricolage.
The Galerie Créative (creative gallery) offers a selection of radio spots
covering different advertising sectors, such as banking & insurance and
automotive. This section currently showcases creative from clients
including AXA, Banque Populaire, Citroën and Audi as well as a
retrospective of the best of 2014, with short introductions explaining what
made each spot stand out.
Conseils (advice) allows IP France to explain in more detail the different
creative methods and techniques that can be used to make effective radio
campaigns. This section also contains a selection of spots that illustrate
particular creative modes – the current selection looks at the different
ways the voice can be used in radio spots.
Productions presents some of the spots recorded by IP France’s partner
studio, showcasing this service offered by the sales house.
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Guillaume Astruc, Director General of IP France explains: “The Laboratoire Sonore blog offers increased visibility to our unique
expertise in the analysis of creation in radio advertising. Aimed at the entire marketplace, the ambition of this blog is to encourage
the actors of creation on the market and also to raise awareness among advertisers of the strategic importance of creation in the
effectiveness of the radio medium.”
Why this matters to radio members
The importance of well designed and executed radio spots can often be overlooked, especially with attention increasingly turn ing to
new delivery platforms, listener personalisation and interactivity. Yet great creative remains at the heart of any effective advertising
campaign.
Initiatives such as the Laboratoire Sonore can enrich the knowledge of radio advertising copywriters and producers, giving
inspiration and new ideas. With radio remaining a medium that all too often suffers from advertising of an underwhelming quality, all
efforts to produce spots that sound better and that deliver greater results for advertisers are essential to support higher investments
in the medium.

Background info
Please click on the links below to access the relevant documents:
» IP France website (please click here)
» Laboratoire Sonore website (please click here)
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